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Abstract

There are good reasons to assume that the European cities in some years will sound fundamentally different from they do today. The progress of the European cities doesn’t only
affect the built structure of the urban environment, rather a whole series of features is
exposed to change, such as ways of life, socio-economic structures, demographic patterns,
spatial logics, symbolic values, atmospheres, smells, and sounds. What are the audible
consequences for the European cities? How does the change in urban sound affect urban
quality? And in particular, what does this change necessitate for urban planning in order to
keep or even to improve a city’s listening quality?
This applied-oriented thesis aims to explore the opportunities for planning and designing
urban sound. In particular, the benefits of taking into consideration «urban sound in the
planning and designing process» are studied. The thesis has been carried out with the help
of expert interviews with sound experts, including consultants, planners, and sound artists,
as well as representatives of noise control authorities and municipalities. Field recordings
have been performed in order to find listening examples and to underline the statements
made in the interviews.
The interviews demonstrate that the listening situation in the European cities will not
become more pleasant in future, as long as private and public players don’t become aware
of their acoustic responsibility and of the benefits of city-wide, pleasant listening qualities.
Urban sound is particularly influenced by the progress in technologies, the progress in the
design of the built environment, and the ongoing effort in noise regulation. The interviews
also indicate possible influences on urban sound because of the progress in noise regulation.
Out of these findings certain possible consequences significant for the further progress of
cities can be drawn. The findings particularly indicate that the expected changes in urban
sound sharpen socio-economic segregation, and that everyday public spaces, including
streets, squares, and parks, become further «devalued» of their acoustic qualities, and
hence become deserted in the long run. The reason for that lies in the fact that people
always yearn for pleasant listening qualities, which more and more become rare in the
European cities. People who can afford it move away to more pleasant listening situations,
either for pastime, job, business activity, or housing. By doing so, people remain «victims»
trapped in a man-made acoustic feedback system that erodes any listening quality in the
European cities.
The author suggests a «sound agenda» with the objective to foster a «sound culture»
within the municipalities and to speed up that thinking in terms of sound comes into the
urban planning department of any European city. The «sound agenda» aims to motivate
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professionals to consider the sounding urban environments, thereby in particular involving
people in specific projects related to urban sound. Further, the «sound agenda» intends to
properly communicate all efforts related to urban sound, thereby keenly avoiding to raise
false expectations. Lastly, the «sound agenda» aims to establish a citywide working group
– the «sound care team» – to support the different city areas in improving listening qualities and cultivating urban sound.
The «sound agenda» proposed is reasoned by the fact that currently hardly anyone cares
about the sound of cities and about listening qualities. The interviews confirm that noise
regulations need more progress, education and research in urban sound currently are poor,
architectural design and urban design don’t foster, but rather impede pleasant acoustic
atmospheres, and that sound sources won’t become more silent nor more pleasant.
If a city opts for improving its listening quality, it is up to the city to make a step forward.
The thesis shows that there is a real chance to gain city-wide listening qualities by taking
acoustic self-responsibility. The «sound agenda» is a best-practice approach encompassing
various planners, designers, artists, and people interested, as well as different authorities
and municipalities. It supports cities in their change from thinking in terms of noise to
thinking in terms of sound. It’s an approach for building bridges between different disciplines and for achieving a city-wide «sound language», a necessary task to recover confidence in urban sound.
In the long run, buildings, cars, mobile devices, and other technologies have to learn to
«listen» to each other, to people, and to the environments in order to ensure listening
quality. There is no doubt that the need for action is big and that it is an enormous way to
go.
People who don’t know about the potential of cultivating listening situations will miss
small chances and big opportunities, they will ignore important innovations, and they will
not be able to direct necessary interventions to chance the listening quality, the character
of sound sources, and the design of the built environment. They will never gain confidence
in sound and continue to neglect all aural values and qualities of public space.
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7 Review

There are good reasons to assume that the European cities in some years will sound fundamentally different from today. The progress of the European cities doesn’t only affect the
built structure of the urban environment, but ra ther a whole series of features is exposed
to change, such as ways of life, socio-economic structures, demographic patterns, spatial
logics, symbolic values, atmospheres, smells, and sounds. What are the audible consequences for the European cities? How does the change in urban sound affect urban
quality? And in particular, what does this change necessitate for urban planning in order to
keep or even to improve a city’s listening quality?
This applied-oriented thesis aims to find out the opportunities for planning and designing
urban sound. Particularly in terms of urbanity, the benefits of taking into consideration
«urban sound in the planning and designing process» are studied. Urban planning intending to cultivate the listening situation in urban environments requests an understanding for
the progress of cities (chapter 2.1), an insight into how people experience the sounding
surroundings (chapter 2.2), and an understanding for urban sound (chapter 2.3). This
underlying framework is the starting point for investigating the following research questions (chapter 3.1):
What are the changes in the European cities and their consequences in terms of
urban sound?
What are possible consequences for the European cities due to the changes in urban
sound?
What could urban planning learn from the findings, and what would be the benefits
for the European cities in terms of listening quality in particular and urban quality in
general?
For the purpose of studying the research questions, a series of six expert interviews has
been carried out with sound experts, including consultants, planners, and sound artists, as
well as representatives of noise control authorities and municipalities. Field recordings
have been performed in order to find listening examples and to underline the statements
made in the interviews (chapter 3.2).
The interviews demonstrate that the listening situation in European cities will not become
more pleasant in future, as long as private and public players are not aware of their acoustic responsibility and of the collective benefits of city-wide, pleasant listening qualities.
Urban sound is particularly influenced because of the progress in technologies (chap-
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ter 4.1), the progress in the design of the built environment (chapter 4.2), and the ongoing
effort in noise regulation (chapter 4.3). Additionally, the interviews indicate an influence on
urban sound because of the progress in noise regulation (chapter 4.4).
Out of these findings certain consequences significant for the progress of cities can be
drawn. The interviews indicate that the expected changes in urban sound sharpen socioeconomic segregation (chapter 5.1), and that everyday public spaces, including streets,
squares, and parks, become «devalued» of its acoustic qualities, and hence be deserted in
the long run (chapter 5.2). The reason for that is that people yearn for pleasant listening
qualities, which become more and more rare in European cities. People who can afford it
move away to more pleasant listening situations, either for pastime, job, business activity,
or housing. By doing so, people remain victims trapped in a man-made acoustic feedback
system which erodes any listening quality in European cities (chapter 5.3).
The author suggests a city-wide «sound agenda» with the objective to foster a «sound culture» within the municipality and to speed up that thinking in terms of sound comes into
the urban planning department of any European city. The «sound agenda» intends to motivate people t o think about their sounding environments (chapter 6.1), to properly communicate all efforts related to urban sound (chapter 6.2), and to establish a citywide working
group – the «sound care team» – to support the different city areas in improving listening
qualities and cultivating urban sound (chapter 6.3).
The «sound agenda» proposed is reasoned by the fact that currently hardly anyone cares
about the sound of cities and about listening qualities. The interviews confirm that regulations need much more progress. Education and research in urban sound currently are dramatically poor, architectural design and urban design don’t foster, but rather impede
pleasant acoustic atmospheres, and sound sources won’t become more silent nor more
pleasant for everyday listening situations. Thus, if the municipality opts for easing the painful listening situation, it is up to the municipality to make a step forward.
Considering the benefits (chapter 6.4), there is a real chance to gain city-wide listening
qualities by taking acoustic self-responsibility. The «sound agenda» is a best-practice
approach encompassing various planners, designers, artists, and people interested, as well
as different authorities and municipalities. The «sound agenda» supports cities in their
change from thinking in terms of noise to thinking in terms of sound. It’s an approach for
building bridges between different disciplines and for reaching a city-wide language in
terms of urban sound, a necessary task to recover confidence in urban sound.
From the point of view of the author, the expert interviews chosen were most suitable for
investigating the topic. This is also reasoned by the pleasant fact that the interview partners were very interested in the topic. One weak point is that not all examples mentioned
in the interviews could be further observed, for example by field recordings. That was not
possible on short notice and would have needed much more time in terms of organizing
journeys and arranging new appointments. For the purpose of exemplifying and underlining the statements of the interviewees, the author has originally wished to perform (more)
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field recordings that contains both video and sound. The combination of video and sound
is always much more significant. However, that sort of field recording was not possible
given the time schedule and have to be done in other projects of the author.
Further research needs to be done about reducing noise levels and optimizing frequency
ranges of products, multi-sensory perception of people, soundproof technologies for vehicles and buildings, and many topics that are not directly related to the presence and to the
activity of people in the urban environment. For the purpose of cultivating urban sound,
the author suggests
to test multidisciplinary sound agendas within municipalities,
to explore people’s multi-sensory experiences of the urban environment,
to evolve multidisciplinary building designs and surface designs in order to «recycle»
urban sound actively, thereby transforming presence and experience of unpleasant
sounds,
to document pleasant and surprising situations worthwile listening,
to develop evaluation tools for assessing the emotional dimension of sound,
and to develop technologies which make buildings and machines «listen» to each
other, to people, and to the built/artificial and natural environment for the purpose of
cleverly adapting acoustic features and modulating sound emitters.
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